ON TIME, AT THE RIGHT PLACE!

ÇAĞ Lojistik A.Ş. Turkey
CAG Logistics LTD. Bulgaria

Since the first day, CAG Logistics which is the member of Soycan Group of

Companies of which foundations were laid in 1952, operating in the supply

ABOUT US

chain and logistics management, provides service with the capacity of being
leader of the international transportation industry with the motto of “On
time, at the right place!”.

CAG Logistics offers reliable services with low cost for its customers with its
strong agency network in the worldwide and experienced and expert staff
providing service in 7 languages. It produces solutions according to the needs
of customers of different scales and in different sectors in the fields of road
freight, rail freight, sea freight, air freight, intermodal transport, project
logistics, 4pl freight and supply chain management. With over 3,000 trucks

and 450 suppliers, it loads an average of 150,000 tons and over 10,000 trucks
annually in international rail and road freight.

FLEET

CAG Logistics’s fleet includes over 3.000 pcs
truck lorries and 450 pcs suppliers
in conformity with the quality standards.

It provides road transportation by thousands of track
lorries procured from nearly 500 companies through road
supply agreements. It also provides multimodal transportation
services through international railway agreements which
increase capacities and operation speeds.

TRANSPORT

CAG Logistics transports the goods
of 20 amongst world’s 100 largest
companies using road transportation
and using the multimodal system.

The rapidly growing customer portfolio which consists of
medium-scaled local companies as well as the international
companies, is the proof of success of CAG Logistics, which
has adopted reliability and service quality as a principle.

EXPERIENCE & TRUST IN
INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS
CAG Logistics conducts solution-focused transportation services in
Turkey, Albania, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia–
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, England,
Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Holland, Hungary,
Kazakhistan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova,
Norway, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Sweden,
Switzerland, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and
further it provides consultancy services about importation &
exportation to their customers relying on their local and global
experiences.
CAG Logistics’s commercial relationships have been maintained
with its clients for many years. Its strong references are indicative
of its value as a strategic partner.

HISTORY

1952
Mehmet Soycan and other
seven partners purchased
a truck as local
entrepreneurs in Bolu.

1957
First personal enterprise
was established.

1966
Soycanlar Collective Company
was established in order to
make regional dealership of
automotive spare part, truck
and tractor.

1970
CAG Colletive Company was
transformed into CAG
Transportation. By making daily
3000 tones petroleum
transportation, it had become a
local and strong company of region.

1960

1983

CAG Collective Company was
officially established in order to
carry on domestic petroleum trade.

CAG Transportation was sold
and its capital was tranferred to
Istanbul. It was one of the
biggest employers of region until
the day it was sold.

1984
After the sale of company,
Soycan family started a new
establishment in Istanbul with
the aim of carrying on
interntional transportation.
CAG International
Transportation was established
by Mr. Mustafa Soycan who
was the founding partner of
company and his partners.

1998
With the death of Mr. Mustafa
Soycan, his son Mr. Yılmaz
Soycan was assigned to the
management of company. Mr.
Yılmaz Soycan undertook the 3rd
generation management of
family company when he was 22
years old.

2000
Mr. Yılmaz Soycan took over
the shares of all partners of
company and has become
the controlling shareholder.

2015
Along with the management of
3rd generation, the work
potential of company has
increased with the experiences
dating back to the family and
innovations brought with the era.
With its effective performance
acquired along with the
international partners, today it
has become a giant company
which carries on business in a
wide geography from Austria to
Kazakhistan.

SERVICES
Road Freight
Railway Freight
Seaway Freight
Intermodal Transportation
Project Transportation
4PL Freight
Supply Chain Management

SERVICES

CAG Logistics carries on your international and
domestic road shipments with its customer oriented
approach and sustainable high service quality.
CAG Logistics performs international and domestic road
freight through a customer-oriented approach and
sustainable high service quality. With its worldwide strong
agency network, experienced staff providing service in 7
languages and a vehicle-supplier fleet in accordance with
quality standards, CAG Logistics offers reliable service and
cost advantage in international road freight.
It carries out export, import and third country shipments
and produces solutions towards the customer needs in
international road freight through its competitive pricing,
smooth delivery assurance on the promised date, customeroriented approach, 24/7 operation support, accurate
information flow and long-term cooperation philosophy.

ROAD
FREIGHT

SERVICES

CAG Logistics offers alternative
transportation models with its
railway departures that it
regularly organizes weekly.
The speed capacities of CAG
Logistics' vehicles used in railway
transportation vary according to the
transportation model and the type
of goods transported. In Turkey, CAG
Logistics is the pioneer of companies
which carry on railway freight that is
one of the most important one of
fundamental transportation models
of developed western world.

CAG Logistics initiated regular
railway transportation from
Bosnia-Herzegovina to Turkey for
the first time. It services as
Romanian and Bulgarian State
Railways Turkey/Çorlu Official
Private Line Operator through the
state agreements.

Some of the countries to which
CAG Logistics carries on railway
transportation appropriate for
every demand:
Romania
Bulgaria
Serbia

Hungary
Ukraine
Belarus

Azerbaijan
Georgia
Kazakhstan

Turkmenistan

RAILWAY
FREIGHT

SERVICES

With the supply contracts concluded
with the leading owner companies of
Turkey and worldwide, CAG Logistics
offers regular, fast and alternative
seaway freight service to its clients
between the trade points in the world.
CAG Logistics offers combined
transportations in the form of
truck+ship, flight+ship or train+ship as
well as the port and door delivery, FCL
and LCL transportations that
may offer various options to its clients
for any transportation.

The services that CAG
Logistics offers to its clients:

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

FCL shipment
Port to port delivery
Door to door delivery
Intermodal transportation
Heavy tonnage
transportation
‣ Gabarite project freight
shipment
‣ 3rd party and transit
transportation
‣ Project cargo

SEAWAY
FREIGHT

SERVICES

With CAG Logistics’s combined transportation
and intermodal services, it offers the
capability of carrying goods at different
tonnages on more competitive prices.
In the intermodal transportation which is the
rising star of efficiency in the logistics, CAG
Logistics has established a competitive service
network with the support of special contracts
with the regional railways.
Within the direction of door to door needs, it
produces special solutions for
the railway-roadway and seaway combinations
most efficient and the service will be shortest.
As well as the efficiency, CAG Logistics prouds
of the contribution to the environment that it
makes with the emission amount decreased
along its intermodal services.

INTERMODAL
TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES

CAG Logistics offers the logistic support for special projects
with its knowledge, experience and international network.
Within its target to be the sectoral logistic partner, CAG Logistics produces
specific solutions to the clients with its expert staff and strong solution
partners, develops the management strategies and produces solutions within
the direction of client needs with its competitive price policy. CAG Logistics
carries out sector based project management with its expertness in energy,
industry, construction, gas and mining sectors. Some of the services that CAG
Logistics offers to its clients:
‣ Project cargo and scenario management
‣ Foreign trade and regulation support
‣ Local information
‣ Multi-model and combined heavy tonnage transportation solutions
‣ Warehousing and transfer solutions
‣ Material immobilization and packing
‣ Crane, survey and cargo insurance
‣ Document flow, CRM and FBL

PROJECT
TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES

CAG Logistics provides the highest efficiency with the detailed
planning at the coordination of companies which offers
services in logistic network.
CAG Logistics aims offering the sectoral and operational information,
trade and supply chain information acquired in different regions to the
use of its clients. Through its strong experience, CAG Logistics offers
investment consulting, supply chain consulting and corporate consulting
services.

Some of the services that CAG Logistics offer:
‣ Market and trade analysis
‣ Creation and development of supply chain
‣ Supply chain management
‣ Legal support

‣ Human resources consulting
‣ Pay-rolling
‣ Accounting support
‣ Reporting

4PL
FREIGHT

SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL ROAD
TRANSPORTATION
With a fleet of more than 3000 pcs track lorries
and 450 suppliers, CAG Logistics loads an average
of 150.000 tons and 10.000 trucks per year in road
and rail transportation.

RAILWAY FREIGHT
‣ TCDD Transport Inc./Turkey: Renting wagons, railway freight services
‣ BDZ Freight Services/Bulgaria: Railway freight services

‣ CFR Marfa/Romania: Renting wagons, railway freight services

SUPPLY
CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

REFERENCES

CONTACT

